New programmatic approach
Connecting the 2050 Plan regional vision to the Transportation Improvement Program

NWI 2050 Plan
• First
Comprehensive
Regional Plan for
NWI, previously
just transportation

Vision
• Connected NWI
• Renewed NWI
• United NWI
• Vibrant NWI

• Economy + place
• Environment
• Mobility
• People + leaders

2040 Plan
Public
engagement to
tweak 2040 Plan
vision statements
and plan focus
areas in April
2018

Economy + place
Focusing on NWI’s
economy and
quality of place
1/18/2019

Environment
Focusing on NWI’s
environmental
quality

Anticipating
the future
• Influences
• Trends
• Drivers of the
future

Planning
focus areas

Mobility
Focusing on NWI’s
transportation
choices

Public
engagement to
share
influences,
trends, and
drivers of the
future in
Summer of 2018

• Evaluate project
types for their
impact on vision
and future

Aligned
programming

People + leaders
Focusing on NWI’s
people and
community leaders
Regional vision to programming
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Connected NWI vision
critical paths to
achieve the vision:

NWI’s people have
accessible, safe, and
equal opportunities for
working, playing, living
and learning.

1/18/2019
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Renewed NWI vision
critical paths to
achieve the vision:

NWI’s urban and rural
centers are places people
want to come to and live
in, and our environment
is safe and healthy.

1/18/2019
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United NWI vision
critical paths to
achieve the vision:

NWI’s diversity is
celebrated, and we work
together as a community
across racial, ethnic,
political and cultural lines
for the mutual benefit of
the region.
1/18/2019
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Vibrant NWI vision
critical paths to
achieve the vision:

NWI’s economy is
thriving, our people are
well educated, growth is
planned, and natural and
agricultural areas are
valued and protected.

1/18/2019
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Anticipating NWI’s future

1/18/2019
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New chances for a new frontier
In this
scenario, the
future of NWI
is driven by:

Economy

Economy

Environment

People

Regional
assets

The economy has
diversified and
the benefits are
enjoyed by more
of the population

The economy of
NWI is strong but
the impacts to the
environment are
less severe

The strong
economy of NWI
is buoyed by the
growth in people,
mitigating the
aging population

The strong
economy of NWI
is most impacted
by Lake Michigan
as a regional
asset w/ water

The economy of
NWI is different
from today and
assisted by new
technology

Environment

The environment
has changed with
chronic droughts
elsewhere forcing
people to seek
fresh water

People are
flocking to places
with abundant
sources of fresh
water like NWI

Lake Michigan
provides the
region a new
draw for people
seeking fresh
water

Tech advances in
energy and
batteries reduce
the economies
impact on the
environment

Population

Our people and
culture grow,
people are better
educated and
healthier

People enjoy new
efficiencies in
their jobs and
mobility brought
about by
technology

Lake Michigan is
the strongest
regional asset,
drawing people
seeking fresh
water

Technological
advances let NWI
be more
“independent”
from Chicago’s
economy

Technology

Technology has
dramatically
changes our lives
through
innovation and
automation; NWI
is ready

growth is strong,
The New chances in a
and the region is
new frontier future is People
more diverse,
and better
one of significant and
educated
rapid change that the
Region acknowledges and
prepares for. Change is driven by Regional
a large influx of residents in need assets
of fresh water, and technological
innovation. The economy is strong
due to fast growth of the population, but
changes in technology allow for a balance
between the economy and the environment.

Technology

Illustration credit: Nick Vovjodich
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Sharp and in focus
In this
scenario, the
future of NWI
is driven by:

Economy

Environment

People

Regional
assets

Technology

Economy

The economy is
healthy and
resembles today
but with more
diversification

The moderate
and well-planned
economic growth
protects the
environment

The aging
workforce and
only moderate
migration to NWI
hampers the
economy

The economy is
strengthened by
stronger
connections to
Chicago

The economy
diversifies some
with changing
technology, but
not dramatically

Environment

The environment
is protected and
development
does not threaten
green space

People are
attracted to
existing centers
and the
environment is
not further
harmed

The Dunes and
Lake Michigan
continue to be a
significant asset
for our
environment

Technology helps
the environment
but not
significantly,
other policies are
needed

Investments in
NICTD connect
Chicago to NWI
allowing for some
migration

Technology
further enables
people to work
where they want,
enabling them to
move to less
costly NWI

NWI plays to its
strength with
Chicago and
attracts some
residents and
business

Existing
infrastructure
needs to be
updated to further
harness tech
changes

Technology

Technological
changes happen,
but not as rapidly
as others predict

Population
The Sharp and in
growth is
focus future is one that People
moderate w/
aging population
has a healthy economy
and moderate inmigration
with diversification, a
protected environment,
moderate growth, with a still aging
population, but more in-migration, Regional
assets
strong connections to Chicago,
but not a dependency, many
innovations, but not so rapidly it dramatically
changes the way we know the Region today.

Illustration credit: Nick Vovjodich
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Stay in your lane
In this
scenario, the
future of NWI
is driven by:

Economy

Environment

People

Regional
assets

Technology

Economy

The economy
resembles that of
today;
manufacturing is
extremely
important for NWI

A balance
between the
economy and the
environment is
still elusive, and
the environment
is at risk

Immigration to
the USA slows
and new NWI
residents need to
be attracted from
other parts of the
USA

The economy
depends
significantly on
regional assets to
help the economy
grow

Technology does
not play a strong
role in economic
growth and
endangers jobs

Environment

The environment
struggles like it
does today;
growth continues
on green-space

People continue
to spread out in
NWI risking the
environment

Environmental
regional assets
are at risk, but
are exploited for
tourism

Slow adoption to
technological
changes in the
region do not
help the
environment

The region does
not aggressively
pursue quality of
life improvements
and struggles to
attract new
residents

People in the
region resist
changes in
technology and
the future
threatens to pass
the region by

Our existing
infrastructure is
NWI’s greatest
strength and
Chicago is
biggest
opportunity

Existing
infrastructure is
not modernized in
a way to use new
technology

Technology

Technological
change is
resisted and NWI
is not ready for
some of the
biggest changes

Our population
growth is slow;
The Stay in your lane
lack of
future resemble the
immigration and
People
aging population
economy of today, the
keeps workforce
environment is at risk,
small
our population growth
is slow, with an aging workforce,
Regional
and the region depends on our
assets
infrastructure connections to
Chicago to sustain the economy,
and changes in technology are
resisted, risking NWI’s place in future.

Illustration credit: Nick Vovjodich
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Aligning it all
Identified all
project types
eligible for
federal funding

80+

project
types eligible
for federal-aid
for NWI to
consider

13

Complete
Streets

Environment

Transit /
asset
mngmnt

Transit /

Transit /
expansion

1/18/2019

Assigned a
scoring tier and
then set a target
amount of
eligible funds

high impact?
Tier 1 $$
medium impact?
Tier 2 $
low impact?
Tier 3 ?

investment
programs
to review
projects within

Air
quality

customer
experience

Evaluated
project types for
their impact on
NWI 2050 Plan
critical paths

Categorized
project types
into investment
programs

Multi-use
trails

New
roadways

Transit /
operating

Transit
security

Planning

Use targets as
a guide, solicit
applications for
unprogrammed
and new funds

you apply
for your
community
pick a program
and a project
type, self-score,
and submit
Quality of
place

Roadway
improvement

Evaluate project
applications
with enhanced
scoring criteria

Program wellscoring projects
and leverage all
federal-aid
available to
NWI
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$267

"umbrella"
million dollars
criteria to
of federal-aid
evaluate
to advance
project
the vision for
applications NWI 2050
- Access + connections
- Economic generation
- Environmental benefits
- Local plan + policy support
- Regional plan + policy support
- Partnerships
- Project readiness
- Safety
- Social equity
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Evaluating project types
step 1

step 2

step 3

step 4

Impact on
critical
paths

Impact on
futures

Difficulty
to
implement

Program
evaluation
score

80%

12%

8%

100%

Qualitatively
evaluate project
types impact on
critical paths.
Consider direct and
indirect benefits.

Qualitatively
evaluate project
types impact on
futures. Consider
direct and indirect
benefits.

Qualitatively
evaluate project
types difficulty to
implement.

High impact = 1
Medium impact = ½
Low impact = 0

High impact = 1
Medium impact = ½
Low impact = 0

Low difficulty = 1
Medium difficulty = ½
High difficulty = 0

Sum of all x 4 + Mobility x 2 = 80% of final score

Rank project types
based on their
score.

1. Significant ROW takings
2. Utility easements
3. Requires cooperation of railroads
4. Lack of institutional capacity locally,
regionally, or on the state level to
implement
5. Securing local match is routinely
problematic
6. Ownership and maintenance

Decision tool

80+
project
types

1/18/2019

eligible
funding
sources

Regional vision to programming
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Programmatic breakdown
Annual target

- Transit $31.8 million
- Active transportation $5 million
- Air quality / environment $2.3 million
- Quality of place / planning $1.5 million
- Roadways $12.9 million

to achieve
the 16
critical paths
of the

1/18/2019
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Evaluating individual projects
Access +
connections

Evaluating a
project’s ability
to make new
connections,
fill gaps, or
increase
access

Partnerships

Evaluating a
project’s
support from
partners

1/18/2019

Economic
generation

Evaluating a
project’s
impact
on generating
economic
benefits

Project
readiness

Evaluating a
project’s
readiness for
construction

Environmental
benefits

Evaluating a
project’s
benefits
to the
environment

Safety

Evaluating a
project’s
benefits for a
safer
transportation
system

Local policy
+ plan
support

Evaluating a
project’s
consistency
and support of
local policy and
plans

Social
equity

Evaluating a
project’s
benefits
towards social
equity

Regional
policy + plan
support

Up to
100
points

Evaluating a
project’s
consistency
and support of
regional policy
and plans

each of the 13
programs uses 9
“umbrella”
criteria and has
unique subcriteria to award
points
Social
equity

Regional vision to programming
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